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this story is about kish and zoey on a date watching a scary movie when anything and everything bad
happens * DUM-DUM-DUM! LOL!*
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The movie date.
Chapter 1.
One evening Zoey got a phone call.
zoey: Hello? *It was Kish*
kish: Hey Zoey!
zoey: o-oh! Hey Kish.
kish: I was wondering if mabey I could come over later? and we could watch a movie.
zoey: Sure! What movie?
kish: Its this new movie called "It could happen to you" it looks cool its a scary movie!
zoey: .. it could happen to you? *zoey remembers the trailer for the movie* well umm *Thinks to her self*
' I dont want to watch this movie but if I say no I might hurt kish's feelings'
kish: Are you there zoey?
zoey: uh yeah im here sure sounds great when will you be over? 
kish: 5:00
zoey: ok see you then bye! *hangs up the phone*
zoey: what did i get myself into?.
*later* zoey gets a knock at the door *opens the door*
kish: hey zoey
zoey: hey kish come on in *kish comes in*
*walks over to couch turns on the vcr and tv*
zoey: kish did you bring video?
kish: ... um no but we can go back to my house to get it then come back here.
Zoey: "we"? as in me and you?.
kish: yeah.
zoey: but you did not bring you ca- *kish picks up zoey*
zoey: what are you doing?
kish: just hold on.
zoey: *blushes* ok. *kish telaports to his house* *puts zoey down*
Zoey:..... that...was...so...cool.. *they get the video*
*still outside kish's house*
kish: hold on
zoey: ok *blushes* *kish telaports back to zoey's house*
zoey: ok now we have the movie.. now i have to watch it!!! noooo!
kish: dont worry its not all that bad you get over being scared after a seeing so many scary movies.
zoey: scared? im not scared!
kish: *sneeks up behind zoey* BOO!.
zoey: AHHH! KISH HELP ME IT'S GONNA GET ME! *jumps into kish's arms*
kish: not scared huh?
zoey: *blushing*
*kish puts the movie in and sits next to zoey on the couch*
*the FBI warning thing comes on*
zoey: *screems*



kish: *jumps out of his skin*
zoey: *laughing her head off*
kish: it's just the FBI warning
zoey: im just kidding hahaha! *then the movie comes on*
zoey: eep! *grabs on to kish*
zoey: uh sorry
kish: it's ok *smiles at zoey* zoey:*blushes*
* scary part in movie comes on*
zoey: AHHHHHH!! kish hold me!!! *kish holds her* zoey: *blushing*
zoey talking to herself: dont screem dont screem dont screem! *scary part comes on*
zoey: Eeep!! *grabs onto kish* kish: *blushes*
*zoey is watching the movie then something scary sudunly come on the screen*
kish and zoey: eep! *latch on to each other*
zoey:*looks at kish*. kish: *looks at zoey* *both blush*
zoey:k-k-k-kish i-i-i c-c-cant w-w-watch t-this m-movie a-a-any m-m-more i-it's t-t-to s-s-scary *a tear
goes down zoeys face*
kish: *sees the tear* its ok zoey its just a movie its not real do you want me to stop the movie for i little
while?
zoey: n-no its ok... just stay close.. *Blushes*
*kish looks at zoey* zoey:*shaking like a leaf*
kish: zoey? *zoey does not hear him*
kish: Zoey? *zoey looks up at kish*
zoey: yes?
kish: are you ok? you look prety scared
zoey: n-no im fine realy *phone rings*
zoey: *screems realy loud*
kish:*jumps* i'll get it...
zoey: *after kish gets up and goes to the phone* kish dont leave me! what if something comes after
me?!?!
kish: hello? *no one awnsers* hello? *hangs up*
kish: *sits back down* no one awnserd
zoey: *very shaken up* r-realy *thinks back to a part in the movie were no one awnserd after the lady
picked up the phone then something bad happens*
kish: zoey are you ok?
zoey: r-remember that part in the movie were the lady picked up the phone?
kish: yeah
zoey: and no one awnserd
kish: *starting to get creeped out* y-yeah
zoey: then something bad happend to the lady?
kish: * they both look at each other* kish: y-y-yeah
zoey: well dosent that seem strange to you?
kish: well nothing is going to happen its just a movie. *thunder booms*
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Chapter 2.

*the movie is over* *tunder boom* zoey and kish: *screems*
zoey: i-i-i its got to be that movie that is what happend in that movie
kish: no its just a movie it cant be- *lighning bolt outside*
zoey: kish?
kish: y-yeah *kish is compleatly freaked out and scared*
zoey: are you ok? you look kindda scared
kish: im not sca- *thunder boom* kish: ZOEY HELP! *grabs onto zoey*
zoey: kish its ok to be scared but... your crushing me
kish: sorry *embarest*
*a bird hits the window like an idiot. lol*
zoey: WhAt wAs that?!?!?!?!
kish: i-i-i dont know!
zoey: *grabs onto kish* protect me!
kish: from what? *lights flicker then go out. note: The lights not the electric*
zoey and kish: *screem then run to the kitchen*
kish: why are we hiding?
zoey: i dont know but i dont have a flash light!
kish: zoey...
zoey: yeah?
kish: umm we are holding hands *they both look down*
zoey: i guess we are *blushes*
*they both look at each other and get ready to kiss then*
*KNOCK! KNOCK! KNOCK!*
zoey: AHH!
kish: who could that be?
zoey: lets not awnser it
kish: why?
zoey: it could be the monster from that movie!!!
kish: ........ zoey... it's not the monster...
zoey: how do you know!?!
kish: I can see out the window... it's Corina...
zoey: then thats worse than a monster! hahaha! *zoey gets up and opens the door*
Corina: WELL IT'S ABOUT TIME!! IM FREEZING! AND I AM WET!
zoey: corina..
corina: WHAT!?
zoey: im kindda busy!
corina: doing what?
zoey: *wispers in corina ear* im on a date with kish! and we were about to kiss! then you knocked on the
door!!!



corina: *looks behind zoey sees kish drinking a soda* oooh! so i guess i should leave then
zoey: yes it would be NICE!
corina: ok ok! dont be pusshy! Chow!
zoey: *shuts the door* finaly! she's gone!
kish: what did she want?
zoey: i don't know and i realy don't care *lights are still out*
kish: do you have a candle?
zoey: yes *zoey looks around finds candle lights it*
kish: well....
zoey: what?
kish: we could watch another movie
zoey: i guess *zoey pops "It could happen to you 2"*
kish: whats this?
zoey: "It could happen to you 2"
kish: but i thought you were scared of the first one? now you want to watch the even scaryer second
one?
zoey: yep!
kish: why?
zoey: "you get over being scared after a seeing so many scary movies"
kish: well i guess thats true.
*the movie comes on*
zoey: scared?
kish: n-n-no
zoey: good nether am i
kish: z-z-zoey
zoey: yeah?
kish: a-a-are y-y-you s-s-sure y-you want t-to w-w-watch t-t-this?
zoey: yeah why are you scared?
kish: no im not sca- *scary part in movie* ZOEY HELP! *grabs onto zoey*
zoey: -sigh- kish
kish: yeah?
zoey: we don't have to watch this
kish: r-realy?
zoey: yeah i realy don't even want to watch it
kish: well than what do you want to do?
zoey: hmmmmm i don't know
*lights are still out* *candle goes out*
zoey: kish?
kish: yeah?
zoey: um we are in compleat darkness
kish: whats your point?
zoey: ... KISH HELP! *grabs onto kish* i hate the dark!
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Chapter 3
kish: well we can go down stairs and try to find the light box
zoey: but thats in the basment! i dont want to go down there!
kish: well then i can go and you can stay here... by you self.. in the dark...with no protection what so ever
zoey: i'll go with you!
*they go to the basment*
kish: zoey? are you ok?
zoey: yeah i think so..... Eep! i just steped on something!
kish: .......that was my foot.....OW!
zoey: sorry
kish: it's ok
*they find the light box*
kish: i found it!
zoey: good now we can get out of here
*kish flips the swich*
kish: nothing happend
zoey: well there are no lights down here
kish: i can go back up stairs and see if the lights are on
zoey: o-ok
kish: will you be ok down here?
zoey: yeah i'll be fine
kish: ok but just stay here
zoey: ok
*kish goes back up stairs*
*zoey is wandering around*
kish: zoey?...zoey?
zoey: kish?
*kish and zoey are looking for each other*
kish: zoey were are you?
zoey: i dont know i cant see anything!
*they bump into each other*
kish: zoey is that you?
zoey: yes
kish: the lights are on up stairs so now we just need to find the stairs and go back up
zoey: ok
*zoey trips on something*
zoey: OWCH!
kish: zoey! are you ok?
zoey: yeah i think i found the stairs..ow!
*they get back up stairs*
kish: zoey are you ok?



zoey: yeah
kish: zoey! your hurt your leg is cut
zoey: ow! *kish helps zoey to the couch*
kish: stay here i'll get a band aid and the disinfecting stuff
zoey: NOO! that stuff burns!
*kish comes back with the stuff*
kish: zoey this is going to hurt but dont cry
zoey: cry? im not a baby
*kish puts the stuff on zoey's cut*
zoey: owch! it stings!
kish: well it has to stay on there intill the cut is clean
zoey: ow ow ow! is i done yet?!
kish: no not yet
zoey: *starts to cry a little bit* ow!
kish: ok zoey it's done
*kish puts the band aid on zoey's cut*
zoey: thanks
kish: no problem.... what did you trip on anyway?
zoey: the stairs *kish starts to laugh* dont laugh! it hurt
kish: sorry
zoey: *starts to laugh a little* its ok
kish: umm zoey
zoey: yeah?
kish: will you umm *gives zoey a little black box* be my girlfriend?
zoey: *opens the box there is a beautifull dimond ring inside* yes *they both look at each other and kiss*

The End...
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